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OBJECTIVES

• Help ACUPOLL clients and partners in the community to better understand the impact of rapid 
inflation on purchasing and shopping routines for CPG products

• Understand what consumer expectations are going forward for inflation and for their income

• Compare back to prior COVID ACUPULSE reports when appropriate

FIELD DATES
Conducted via Internet: May 14–17, 2022

SAMPLE SELECTION
Total Sample of n=1,000 Males and Females 18+

This report may not be reproduced or shared with anyone who is not a party to the research contract without explicit written permission.
ACUPOLL® is a trademark of ACUPOLL PRECISION RESEARCH, INC. © 1990–2022 ACUPOLL PRECISION RESEARCH, INC. All rights reserved. 
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•While over a third of Americans claim to be feeling happy, there is a mix of other 
emotions as well. 
• With the current political climate, continuing pandemic, and inflation, Americans are also feeling tired, 

sad, and anxious. 

What 3 words would you use to describe the emotions you’re feeling today?

% Mentioning

Happy 37%

Tired 24%

Sad 14%
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• 70% of consumers agree 
strongly that they are worried 
about the future of the country’s 
economy.
• Overall they are worried about 

politics, feel constrained, and indicate 
they are tightening their belts.  

• COVID is no longer the lead concern.
• Given hesitancy for trying new 

products, offering samples and/or 
coupons could be a great way to 
increase consumers’ confidence and 
generate trial.

7.5/70%

7.3/66%

6.9/60%

6.7/50%

6.2/50%

6.0/49%

5.7/45%

5.5/45%

4.6/31%

I am worried about the future of the country’s 
economy

I am worried about the future of the country
due to the political climate

I am more likely to buy lower-priced brands
rather than my normal ones to save money right

now

I am less likely to buy or try new products right
now due to higher costs

Increased prices have prevented my family
from being able to buy things we usually do

I have gotten to the point where I just can’t be 
as careful anymore about COVID – life needs 

to go on 

I am worried about the future of women’s rights 

I am shopping at different stores than I usually
do to save money

I’m afraid we’re going to have to lock down 
again because we lifted COVID restrictions too 

soon

How much do you DISAGREE or AGREE with 
each of the following statements? 

Mean/% Agree Strongly (Rating 7+)
Among Total Sample (n=1,000, Sig. Diff. 0.3)
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• 61% of consumers are prioritizing saving money while shopping right now, just as high 
as we saw in the first year of the pandemic.
• Consumers are also prioritizing taking care of their families and their health/well-being. 
• There’s greater desire to feel good about oneself than there was in 2020, which may be a response to 

the current challenges.

61%

40% 38%

29% 29% 26%
22%

16% 15%
10% 10%

5%

Saving
 money

Taking good
care

 of my family

My health/
well-being

Reducing
stress

Feeling
good about

myself

Products that
leave me

feeling satisfied

Saving
time

Feeling
more in control

Feeling
 more secure

Buying from
companies
that are

consistent with
my values

Buying from
companies

 that understand
me and my

needs

Making a good
 impression on

others

 Dec 2020 May 2022

Core Motivations
ACUPOLL’S approach to understanding the deeper drivers for 

purchase decisions or underlying reactions to alternative positionings

When you’re looking for products to buy, what are your TOP 3 PRIORITIES right now?
Among Total Sample (n=1,000, Sig. Diff. 4%)

*Significantly lower / higher than Dec 2020
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• Boomers (Age 55+) are significantly more likely to prioritize saving money, their health, 
and feeling satisfied.
• Gen Z is significantly less worried about their families or personal well-being than those among older 

age groups.

• They are twice as likely to want to buy from companies that are consistent with their values, while 
Millennials (and Gen X only slightly less so) are more concerned than others with reducing stress.

40%

28% 28%
24%

33%

25% 26%
22% 22% 19% 21%

12%

60%

42%
36% 36%

29%

19% 20% 21%
15%

8% 8% 6%

62%

44%
39%

34%
31%

22% 21%
15%

12% 10% 8%
3%

68%

41%
44%

22% 24%

35%

22%

9%
14%

9% 9%
3%

Saving money Taking good
care of my

family

My health/
well-being

Reducing stress Feeling good
about myself

Products that
leave me

feeling satisfied

Saving time Feeling more in
control

Feeling more
secure

Buying from
companies that
understand me
and my needs

Buying from
companies that
are consistent
with my values

Making a good
impression on

others

Total Sample Gen Z Millennials Gen X Boomers

When you’re looking for products to buy, what are your TOP 3 PRIORITIES right now?
May 2022

*Significantly lower / higher than Total Sample

Core Motivations
ACUPOLL’S approach to understanding the deeper drivers for 

purchase decisions or underlying reactions to alternative positionings
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Significantly Fewer / Significantly More

26%

15%

32%

21%

15%

24%

37%

20%

24%

27%

14%

21%

21%

27%

16%

22%

22%

20%

18%

18%

16%

16%

16%

15%

15%

15%

15%

14%

14%

13%

13%

11%

I’ve been buying this less often than usual I’ve been buying this more often than usual

Which of the following BEST DESCRIBES your experience with 
each of the following categories since the beginning of 2022?

Among Category Buyers (Sig. Diff. 4%)

Organic Fruits and Vegetables

Non-alcoholic Beverages

Alcoholic Beverages

Paper/Plastic Products

Cleaning Supplies

Non-organic Fruits and Vegetables

Desserts

Dairy

Personal Health/OTC Items

Frozen Meals

Pet Food, Supplements, or Care Items

Packaged Dry Foods

Jarred or Canned Foods

Meat & Seafood Products

Personal Care Items

Condiments/Spices/Seasonings

• Likely due to recent economic events, 
over a quarter of Category Buyers are 
now buying less than they normally do, 
in these categories in particular:
• Desserts

• Alcoholic Beverages
• Meat & Seafood Products

• Frozen Meals
• Organic Fruits and Vegetables

• Those who say they increased organic fruits/ 
vegetables could be seasonal variation.

• Alcohol is a bit of a surprise, as it has a 
reputation of being recession-proof, so it 
warrants watching to see if the trend sustains in 
future waves.
• This could be due to more restaurants and bars 

being open, which decreases the need for 
purchasing for home consumption.
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• Consumers are shifting away from 
premium and convenience goods 
toward private label and value 
options.
• Prepared foods and delivery services have 

also seen a decrease in 2022 among 
Category Buyers.

16%

14%

44%

36%

31%

35%

26%

27%

10%

13%

21%

22%

I’ve been buying this less often than usual I’ve been buying this more often than usual

Which of the following BEST DESCRIBES your experience with 
each of the following TYPES OF BRANDS since the beginning of 

2022, compared to your pre-pandemic routine?
Among Category Buyers (Sig. Diff. 6%)

Store brand/private label items 
from the grocery store

Value brand grocery items from the 
grocery store

Premium/luxury brand grocery 
items from the grocery store

Prepared foods from the grocery 
store

Meal delivery services

On-demand food delivery services
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•Over half of consumers have noticed inflated grocery prices in the past 3 months and 
have changed their shopping routine because of it. 
• Older generations are significantly more likely to have changed their shopping routine because of 

inflation, while younger generations are less likely to have noticed a change in prices.

3% 6%

37%

55%

4%
11%

38%
47%

2% 3%

35%

60%

Prices have decreased Prices have not changed noticeably Prices have increased, but not enough to
change my shopping routine

Prices have increased enough to affect my
shopping routine

Total Sample Gen Z/Millennials Gen X/Boomers

Which statement would you say BEST DESCRIBES what you have 
noticed about GROCERY PRICES over the PAST 3 months?

(Sig. Diff. 5%)
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•Among those who report changing their shopping routines in 2022 due to inflation, the 
biggest change is more planned shopping and reduced impulse buys. 
• Consumers show greater willingness to shift brands and search for deals than to undergo the inconvenience 

of switching stores.

• Relatively few have started buying in bulk in response to rising prices.

54% 51% 49% 46% 44%
40% 38%

31% 30%
24%

19%

Restricting
impulse buying

at the store

Planning a
grocery list

Substituting
lower-priced

options for my
usual brands

Using coupons Shopping
clearance/

sales in store

Comparing
prices across
brands more

Shopping at
dollar stores

Shopping at
multiple stores
to get the best

deals

Shopping at a
different,
lower-cost

grocery chain

Buying
larger/value

packs

Shopping at
club stores

What, if anything, are you CURRENTLY doing in response to 
higher grocery prices? 

Among Those Whose Shopping Routines Have Changed in 2022 Due to Inflation 
(n=546, Sig. Diff. 5%)
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•A majority of Americans think that 
inflation rates will continue to increase 
over the next year, which may encourage 
them to constrain spending more than if 
they expected inflation to be temporary. 
• There is a slight gradual decrease in agreement 

that inflation will continue to rise as time goes on, 
but it is still a large majority. 

3%

4%

5%

10%

11%

13%

33%

31%

27%

33%

33%

33%

Decrease A Lot Decrease a Little Increase a Little Increase A Lot

How do you expect the inflation rate to change 
versus current levels, if at all, in the next…?

Among Total Sample (Sig. Diff. 4%)

3 Months

6 Months

1 Year
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• Consumers are significantly more likely to blame inflation on the political climate and 
COVID-19’s continuing supply impact than large corporations or the Federal Reserve. 
• Blame towards the current president and Democratic party is significantly higher versus Republicans, 

and is higher among those who make $100K or more a year and older generations.

44% 43%
40% 39%

30% 29%
22% 20% 20% 17% 16% 13%

7%

COVID-19 Supply chain
issues

Russian/
Ukrainian
Conflict

President Joe
Biden

Labor
shortages

Democratic
politicians/

policies

Congress Large
corporations

Stimulus
packages

Republican
politicians/

policies

Former
President
Donald
Trump

The Federal
Reserve

I’m not sure/
I don’t know 

what the 
cause is

Which of the following, if any, do you believe to be 
the CAUSE of increased inflation rates?

Among Total Sample (n=1,000, Sig. Diff. 4%)
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• Consumers would like companies to offer more coupons or discounts to help offset inflated 
prices in America. 
• While only 20% request smaller quantities/package sizes for lower price points, our pricing research often 

shows consumers are more sensitive to price points than price per ounce/volume, and if companies need to 
increase prices, it’s often better to downsize (but we can assess/confirm that with research in your specific 
context).

57%

42%

27% 26% 25% 21% 20%
15%

2%

17%

Lower prices
overall

Offer more
coupons/
discounts

Offer variety
packs at

discounted rates

Products that last
longer due to

higher quality or
larger quantity

Product refil ls
that cost less

Offer multi-
purpose

products/
products that
work for more

uses

Offer smaller
quanities for
lower prices

Packaging that
makes it easier/

possible to get all
of the contents

out

Other I’m not sure

What can COMPANIES do right now to help ease 
the financial burden of inflation in America?

Among Total Sample (n=1,000, Sig. Diff. 4%)
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• Consumers want to feel like corporations are compassionate about being on their side 
and not trying to just benefit from the current economic climate. 
• Consumers want advertisers to change; beyond/in addition to discounts, they want to know exactly what 

advertisers are doing to try to help keep prices from going up. 

42% 40%

34%

27% 26%
23%

19% 18% 16% 16% 15%

Offer
discounts

Explain steps 
they’re taking 

to help keep prices 
from going up

Explain how
they're helping
people who are

struggling
financially

Be compassionate/
reassuring

Explain how
they are helping
 their workforce

during these
hard times

Explain how
they are

 helping the
community

Explain how
they're protect ing

our health and
well-being

Explain how
they are supporting
 people during the
conflict in Ukraine

DON’T do anything 
special –

just proceed with 
business as usual

Explain how
they are personally
working towards an
inclusive and equal

workforce

Use humor to help
 cheer people up

What changes, if any, do you think ADVERTISERS should make 
to their commercials given everything going on in the world?

Among Total Sample (n=1,000, Sig. Diff. 4%)
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This study leverages ACUPULSE™ – Fast Facts for Simple Questions and Fast Decisions

Get fast, cost-efficient input from a large national sample for a wide variety of research needs
• Fuel Decision-Making          • Strengthen Sales Presentations          • Provide ammunition for P.R. or Social Media

All of this learning derives from a 5-minute Gen Pop survey available in 3-4 days
(n=1000/$4000, n=500/$3150, including Executive Summary slide and data tables; level of analysis, visualization, etc., can add cost)

New ACUPULSE Users – $1,000 off your company’s first use
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•n=500–1,000 Adults, Females, or Males 18+
*Nationally Representative age/region/genderBroad Sample

•Up to 5 minutes survey length – not counting demos (~8–12 questions)
•Single-Select, Multi-Select (limit 15 options), Grids (max. 10 rows), Ranks
•Open-Ends (verbatims only; coding not included)

Questions 

•Text, images, video
•Up to 10 images / 20 used across questions (JPG, PNG individual files)
•No complex programming / assignments

Stimuli

•PowerPoint with Total Sample and 5 segments (defined in advance)
•Executive Summary slide(s) and data tables – extra analysis/visualization (like in this report) adds cost*
•Price includes initial tabulation and corrections; repeated data tabbing extra
•Optional cross-tab individual questions by demo segment in Excel ($300)

Simple Data Outputs

•Questionnaire finalized by 10AM on Day 1
•Results by close of business on Day 3–4 (basic programming, n=1,000)Timing

ACUPULSE™ Fast Facts for Simple Questions and Fast Decisions – 2022 Pricing

Standard Demos: Region • Gender • Age • Income • Race • Hispanic Origin • Employment • Education • Marital Status • Kids in Household

Cost** n=500 for $3,150 / n=1,000 for $4,000 / n=2,000 for $6,500

**Adjustments: Detailed demographic cross-tab/every question +$300, stimuli rotations +$500, other add-ons TBD

*Standard ACUPULSETM Final Reports include tables shown with 5 segments for each question and short summary of data 
New Users –
$1,000 off 

your 
company’s 
first use
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www.ACUPOLL.com


